
effect. This is a complex area made worse by a lack of
knowledge of the microdistribution of the source of
ionizing radiations (antibody-radionuclide conjugate)
and the sites of the relevant target cells (tumor stem
cells).

Heterogeneity of intratumor distribution of injected
Ab has a number ofcauses, some ofwhich have recently
been discussed and reviewed (8-9). The histology of
malignancy reveals that the distribution of tumor cells
within a tumor mass is not homogeneous. Single cells
or small groups of cells may be separated by large
volumes of host-reaction or tumor secretion with the
tumor cells constituting only a few percent ofthe tumor
mass. Superimposed upon this irregular distribution of
cells can be an equally irregular expression of the anti

gen to which the Ab is directed (10â€”11).Furthermore,
the targetedantigen may be shedfrom the tumor cells
and spread irregularly in the tumor. Immunohisto
chemistry of sections of breast and colon can show
concentrations of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) in
pools of cell secretion. Ultrastructural studies of tumor
blood vessels show irregular patterns of intercellular
gaps, endotheial cell fenestration and basement mem
brane structure which point to a great variation in the
permeability of these vessels to Ab (12). Once the Ab
has exited from the vessels and passed through the
subendothelial basement membrane, its distribution
will in part be dictated by the kinetics ofAb binding to
antigen, particularly that adjacent to the blood vessels
(13). Finally, the tumor cells may be firmly â€œcementedâ€•

to each other in â€œnestsâ€•from which the large Ab
molecule is excluded. The above factors serve to prevent
homogeneous distribution of Ab in a tumor mass. In
addition, it can be expected that the tidal movement of
Ab into and out of a tumor with time, partly reflecting
circulatory levels, will greatly complicate the dosimetry.
In normal tissues the lymphatic vessels drain away
extravasated Ab; but lymphatic drainage is virtually
nonexistent in tumors and therefore the Ab seeps back
into the circulation in a haphazard manner.

The cells in which our interest is focused are the stem
cells, both the cells which under normal circumstances
maintain and expand the tumor mass by repeated di
vision, and those which under changing conditions in

The conventional approach to calculating tumor radiation
dose from internally administered radiolsotopes is by the
MIRD schema.The raw inputdata for suchdose calcula
tions is obtained by immunosanfigraphuc methods,
PLANAR or SPECT imaging. Umitations in the spatial
resolutionof thesetechniquescan leadto a considerable
underestimateof the gross variationin tumor dose. The
use of radiolabeled monoclonal anthodies for therapy can
resuft in large nonuniformities in tumor dose. This paper
discusses how antibody distribution can influence the en
ergy deposition in the nuclei of target cells. Heterogeneity
of antibodybindingwill leadto an expecteddecreasein
the effectivenessof the radiationdelivered.However,en
hanced cell killing is possible if the radlolabeled Ab binds
to thecellsurfacemembraneandmaybefurtherenhanced
if the Ab is internalized. Calculations are presented for two
cases: (a) a three-dimensional random packing arrange
ment ofcells as a modelof the astructural nondifferentiated
form seen in some tumors, and (b)differentiated carcinoma
of the colon with the cells in tubules. Results for the
magnitude of the mean energy deposition to individual cell
nuclei from: (a) cell membrane bound 211At,â€˜@Au,131l,and
90Y-IabeledAbs,and(b)a uniformdistributionof these
sources, as a function of internuclear distance for the two
histologiesarepresented.Energydepositionintumorcell
nuclei from membrane bound radiolabeled antibody may
beseveraltimesgreaterthanestimatedwiththeassump
tionofa uniformsourcedistribution.
J NucI Med 1990; 31:75â€”83

he use of antibodies (Ab) to target therapeutic
amounts of radionucides to tumors (radioimmuno
therapy; RIT) is receiving increasing attention. Initial
clinical trials have produced some encouraging results
(1-3), but there are clearly difficulties. Amongst these

are the poor uptake ratio ofAb in tumor versus sensitive
normal tissues (4-5) and immunological reaction of
the patient againstthe Ab (6-7). Compounding these
problems is the lack ofdetailed knowledge ofthe radia
tion dosimetry in the tumor, and hence of the appro
priate amount oflabeled Ab required for a therapeutic
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the tumor may be stimulated to do so. The stem cell
percentage in transplantable animal tumors is com
monly as high as 100% (14). On the other hand, in
man, in vitro assays reveal a stem cell population in the
orderofO.l% (15).

The purpose of this paper is to explore the implica
tions ofthe distribution ofradiolabeled Ab in the tumor
on the microdosimetry, i.e., the energy deposition at
the cellular level. This paper will present calculations
of the energy deposition from Ab radiolabeled with:
astatine-21 1 (211At),gold-199 (â€˜99Au),iodine-13l (â€˜@â€˜I),
and yttrium-90 (@Â°Y).The implications of tumor his
tology on the energy deposition from bound radiola
beled Ab will be discussed using the example of an
adenocarcinoma with its tubular structure as is com
monly seen in differentiated colorectal carcinomas.

METHOD

Choice of Radionuclide
The radionuclides that have been used in clinical radioim

munotherapy thus far are 131I(16â€”19)and @Â°Y(20â€”21).There
is still much debate as to the best isotope for RIT. Both the
above sources have disadvantages: â€˜@â€˜Ireleases two-thirds of
its energy as penetrating gamma-radiation, much of which
will be dissipated in normal tissues surrounding the tumor,
and @Â°Yis a pure beta-emitter which will go to bone and hence
irradiate bone marrow, if it becomes detached from the Ab
chelate(22). In this paper resultswillbe shownfor both these
isotopes as well as for the 2)â€˜At,which has shown
promising results in animal studies (23), and for the short
range beta-source â€˜@Au.

Dosimetry and Microdosimetry
The traditional procedure for evaluating the radiation dose

from internally administered radionuclides to any tissue or
organ is described in the ICRU report 32 (24). The method
consistsof the evaluationof the dose to the targetorgan from
two components: (a) the sources incorporated within the target
tissue and (b) sources in adjacent tissues. The first component
is based on the assumption that the distribution of sources
within the target is uniform and involves the evaluation of the
total energy released from source decays in the target volume
corrected for the escaping fraction. The second component,
which applies usually only to photon radiations, is based on
the work of Snyder et al. (25) who have produced tables of S
values, that are calculated values of the absorbed fraction in
one organ from a homogeneous distribution of monoenergetic
gamma-emissions from other individual organs, for a model
human body designed to be close to those of standard man
(26) and referenceman (27). This work waslaterextended
by Snyder(28) for severalof the radionuclideslisted in Dill
man and Van der Lage (29).

This approach has severe limitations when applied to RIT
where the targeted radionuclide may exhibit considerable
spatial and temporal variations. The aim of RIT is to sterilize
all tumor stem cells, or where they are not identifiable all
tumor cells. Therefore a more detailed knowledge of the
variation in dose at a cellular level will lead to a rationale for
the optimization ofRIT. In addition to problems ofthe MIRD

formulation posed by Ab heterogeneity in the tumor is the
influence of Ab binding and possibly internalization, on the
dose to the relevant tumor cells. The Medical Internal Radia
tion Dose Committee (MIRD) approach does not distinguish
between a uniform distribution of nonspecific radiolabeled
Ab and one that binds uniformlyto cell surfaceantigen; the
nominal tumor doses would be considered identical given the
same relative specific activities in the two cases. However, if
the DNA is the predominant target for cell inactivation at
therapeutic doses, rather than the dose to the tissue as a whole,
the dose to the cell nuclei would be a more appropriate
quantity to correlate with tumor cell sterilization. The mean
dose to cell nuclei from radiolabeled Ab bound to cell surface
antigen may differconsiderablyfrom the nuclear dose from
radiolabeledAb distributed uniformly in the tissue space as
shown later. To determine the enhanced dose to tumor cell
nuclei as a result ofAb binding to cell surface antigen requires
a microdosimetric approach.

Homogeneous Ab distribution is not found in practice and
therefore the concept of a single dose value for a tumor can
only have limited value. While heterogeneity of Ab within
tumors is of less concern in radioimmunoscintigraphy (only
the tumor/background ratios are important for detection) it
may have profound implications for RIT. Ifthe selection of a
radionuclide for RIT with a short range emission is to be
preferred on account of obtaining higher tumor/non-tumor
doseratios (30), then the magnitudeof distancesacrossareas
ofpoor Ab localization, â€œcoldregionsâ€•,will have considerable
bearing on how short the emission path lengths can be for an
efficacious therapy. As a working hypothesis the optimum
radionuclidefor RIT would be one in whichthe mean range
is approximately equal to the diameter of the largest â€œcold
regionâ€•in the tumor. In practice information on cold-regions
is not known and would be exceedingly difficult to obtain.

Some of the questions arising from heterogeneous beta
source distributions which could be described analytically
have been treated before (31-33). A technique for measuring
variations in tumor dose using miniature TLD implants has
been developed by Wessels and colleagues (34â€”35).However
these studies do not discuss energy deposition at the cellular
and sub-cellularlevel.Fisher (36) was the first to a apply a
microdosimetric analysis for the case ofalpha-emitters to PiT.
The aim of this paper is to developsome of these microdosi
metric ideas further.

Dose Across â€œCold-Regionsâ€•
Calculationsto estimatethe dose acrosscold regionshave

been performed by Humm (30) who obtained the dose gra
dient, expressed as a fraction of the MIRD dose, across a
spherical cold region devoid of radiolabeled Ab surrounded
by a uniform distribution of radiolabeled Ab of thickness
greater than R,,,@which is the range of the most energetic
beta-particle emitted. Illustrations ofdose profiles for @Â°Y,77As
and â€˜@Au,beta-emitters ofquite different ranges, across cold
regions of 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 mm radii, given in Humm (30)
show that gross heterogeneities in spatial distribution of Ab
favor the choice of longer range beta-emitters.

Dose at the Cellular Level
The radiosensitivityof a population oftumor cellsis often

expressed by the D0 (the inverse slope ofthe linear portion of
the survival curve). For alpha-particles with linear survival
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performed for spherical cells of 7 @tmand 10 @mradii with
isocentric nuclei of 3.5 @mand 5 @mradii respectively and
for internuclearspacingsfrom 7 @zmto 100tim. For a random
decay in which it is assumed that the entire track lies within
the tumor, the mean energy deposited in cell nuclei per decay

@MIRD @5the product of the particle energy E and the nuclear

volume fraction

@MIRD E@ V@. (2)

Table 1givesthe calculatedenergydepositionin nuclei with
radii 5 @zmper disintegration. Note that the mean dose to the
tumor cell nuclei is equal to the tissue dose, expected from
the conditions ofthe MIRD equation.

Whenthe radiolabeledAb binds to cellsurfaceantigenthe
above expression has to be modified to account for the bias
resulting from the geometric localizing of the source to the
target nuclei. The dose to the nuclear volume fraction may
now be expressedas the sum of two components:the energy
deposition to the cell nucleus from sources bound to the cell
membraneof that cell @SELFand the nonspecificor nontarget
ted energydeposition @NEIGHto all neighbouringcellnuclei to
which the source is not bound. The energydeposition to all
neighbouring nuclei @NEIGHis given by Equation (3),

@NE1GH= E * V@, (3)

where V@is a modified volume fraction to include the reduc
tion in the overlap ofthe particle track with the nuclei due to
biasing the decay site to points exterior to the cell. For inter
nuclear distances >30 @imV@is equal to V@to within 1%,
since the nuclear volume fraction is negligible. This agreement
is also valid for @Â°Y(mean range 3960 @m)up to the highest
cell densities since with long range emissions many nuclei are
intersectedand sourcebiasingonly affectsthe overlapof the
particle track with the closest cell nucleus. For the short range,
21 â€˜At emission (60 tim) any biasing in the source location

involves a considerable fraction (0.2) of the particle range.
Addedto the component describedby Equation (3) is the

energy deposition to the cell nucleus to which the Ab is bound.
This additional energy deposition tSELFis given by Equation
(4):

@SELF P 1 a@ (fa LET)1, (4)

curves and known D0 the dose required to reduce the cell
population to any level of cell survival can be extrapolated
from the equation

D=â€”D01nS, (1)

e.g., D = 4.605D0 is the dose to reduce a population to a
fraction ofO.Ol survivors. Typical D0values for alpha-particles
range between 0.5â€”1.0Gy (37â€”38)depending on the cell line.
Taking a D0 value of 0.7 Gy gives from Equation (1) D =
3.22 Gy for 99% cell sterilization. Mammalian cell survival
curves for beta-particles are shouldered, the shoulder width
varying for different cell lines. At the 0.01 survival level the
relative biological effectiveness (a/fl particles) is typically -@.â€˜3
although it varies considerably with dose rate reaching values
as great as 10 at low dose rates (39).

A radiolabeled Ab which is present in the tumor when the
source decays, releases a particle which traverses the tumor
mass depositing energy along its path. Some of the energy is
deposited in the extra-cellular volume V@,some in the volume
occupied by the cell cytoplasm V@and some in the cell nuclei
Vn. The mean fraction of energy deposited in each, from a

large number of decays positioned at random, is given by the
ratio of each respective volume relative to the total tissue
volume V@.For a fixed number of decays the amount of
energy deposition in the cell nuclei therefore depends on the
density of the nuclear packing in the tumor. This will vary
between tumor types and may vary from one region in a
tumor to another. If the source disintegrations occur truly at
random within the tumor then the averagedose to the cell
nuclei, cell and total tissue volumes are identical. For example,
if the cell nucleiconstitute 10%of the total volume,i.e., V@/
Vt = 0.1, then only 10% of the total energy deposited in the
tissue will be in cell nuclei. This nuclear volume fraction (V@/
V@)will be called V@.

If the sources are not truly uniformly distributed, but
localized to the surface ofthe tumor cell membrane, then the
dose to the cell nuclei may not be in equilibrium with the
tissue. The mean energy deposition to cell nuclei has been
calculated for a diverse range ofpotentially useful isotopes for
RIT: 211At,â€˜@Au,â€˜@â€˜I,and @Â°Y,for the case of a uniform
distribution of cell surface bound radiolabeled Ab and for a
uniform source distribution (Fig. I). Calculations have been
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FIGURE 1
A randomdistributionof cellswith two
different source distributions of the
samerelativespecificactivity superim
poseduponit: (A)sourcesaredistrib
uted uniformly (MIRD case), and (B)
sources are geometrically placed on
the cell membrane.Â©
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Internuclear
distance

(sm)Mean

energy
perdecay(key)Energy

deposited per nucleus par decay(key)1

0203050100211At676751163.9

18.94.090.5111@Au14310.811.35
0.400.0860.0108131119014.361.80
0.530.1150.014490Y93570.668.83

2.620.5650.0707.

Cell and nuclei are assumed to be isocentnc spheres of 10 @zmand 5 @mradius, respectively.

Internuclear
distance

(sm)Mean
energy

perdecay(key)Energy

depositedper nucleusperdecay(key)1

0 203050 100

. The multiplicative factors 1 .42 and 1 .06 denote the additional electron energy deposition component due to internal conversion.

TABLE 1
Mean Energy Deposition per Cell Nucleus per Source Disintegration for a Random Decay Site as a Function of Mean

Internuclear Distance

wherep is the probabilityof a nuclear traversaland depends
on the solid angle of the nucleus subtended by a point on the
cell membrane, T is the mean path length across the nucleus
and@ (f a LET)1 is the sum of the linear energy transfers for
each component i, with f emissions per transformation, in the
decay scheme. For spherical cells and nuclei p = w/4fl where
w = 0.268fl steradians when the cell radius x is twice the

radius a of the nucleus i.e. both x = 10 @tmand a = 5 @mas
well as x = 7 @tmand a = 3.5 tim. The value ofT is given by

â€” 1 22ln(x+a)
1 = 2 (x-(x2@a2)05)(2@4'@-a ) (x-a)

which for the nuclear radii 3.5 @zmand 5 jzm gives 4.663 @m
and 6.663 tim, respectively. For radionuclides which emit one
particle per decay, e.g., @Â°Y,a mean LET for the relevant
segment of the particle track should be used, not the track
averaged LET, so as not to overestimate the energy deposition.
Many beta-sources also have additional emissions from inter
nal conversion and Auger electrons. Those with energies suf
ficient to reach the cell nucleus should also be considered in
the analysis. The sum ofEquations (3) and (4) gives the energy
deposition, @bound,for the case of membrane bound Ab. Values
for @MIRDand @undare given in Table 2. The sum of Equation
(3) and (4) divided by Equation (2) yields Equation (6) which
is the enhanced energy deposition G due to the geometric
localization of the source to the cell membrane.

G = E a V + p a T@ @(faLET)1

Note that the enhancements arise solely as a result of the
geometricbiasing of the site of the radionuclidedecay and
therefore are geometric enhancement factors. Values for Equa
tion (7) are given in Table 3 and Table 4 for nuclei of radii 5

@mand 3.5 tim, respectively. Note that the emission of more
than one particle per disintegration, i.e., the emission of
internal conversion and/or KXY Auger electrons produces
an increase in the geometric enhancement factors.

Wherethe cellsare packedcloselyin a tumor the deviation
from the MIRD calculations is small even for the short range

(5) sources. The magnitude ofthe deviation increases rapidly with
increasinginter-nucleardistancesbetweennearest neighbors.
This is because the nuclear volume fraction V,@is related to
the inter-nuclear distance by the inverse cube, so that at inter
edge to edge nuclear distances greater than about one tenth of
the particle range, the fraction ofthe particle energy deposited
in the nuclear volume, (i.e., the magnitude of crossfire) be
comes much smaller than the contribution due to binding.
The geometric enhancement (due to membrane bound Ab)
occurring with the short range alpha- and beta-sources can be
enormous at internuclear spacing quite realistic for many
tumors. These results do not take into account the likely
situation ofa proportion ofthe Ab binding to non-cell-surface
antigens, internalized Ab (which would magnify the effect
even more if loss of the radionuclide does not occur) or the
heterogeneity of Ab binding which leads to further complica
tions in the interpretation of absorbed dose. Note that Equa

(6) tion (7) is not valid for emitters of particles with ranges
insufficientto fully traverse or even reach the cell nucleus
when bound to cell surface antigen. Such may be the case
with some Auger sources, when enhancements <1 may result,

(T' i.e., the energy deposition to the nucleus is greater for a
â€˜ I uniform distribution of sources than for source decays on the

E sV,,

Since usually V',, = V@Equation (6) simplifies to

G 1 +@ @T@@ (f a LET)
EsV@

TABLE 2
Sources located on the outer cell membrane

211At676754799.454.439.436.01@Au143
x 1.4212.181.480.530.2120.1371311190
x1.0615.312.000.660.2160.10990Y93570.758.9212.710.6540.160
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Celland Nudei of RTABLE
4

adius7 @mand3.5 @m,respectivelyInternuclear

distance

(am)Geometric

enhancementfactors710

20 3050100211At1

.071 .20 2.62 6.4826.32041@Au1.011.03
1.27 1.925.273513111.0071.02
1.15 1.523.3920Soyi.ooi1.004
1.03 1.10 1.464.7

TABLE 3
GeometricEnhancementFactors,i.e.,the Corresponding
Values from Table 2 (Membrane Bound Radiolabeled Ab)
Divided by Those of Table 1 (Uniform Source Distribution)

as a Functionof InternuclearDistanc&Internudear
Geometricenhancementfactors

distance
(am) 10 20 30 50 100

. Cells are spheres of radius 1 0 @m containing isocentric spher

icalnucleiof 5 @mradius.

Number of So
CTABLE

5
ureaDecaysat the CellMembrane,per

elI, for 99% Cellinactivationinternuclear

distance
(sm)No.

of sourcedecayspercellfor 99%
Inactivation10

20 30 50 100

211At1 .071.562.889.6970.5â€˜@Au1
.011 .091.322.4712.67131l1.0061.051.171.777.1790'@'1.011.0341.162.26

separated by a variable distance c. The sources (2 â€˜Ator
are placed on the outer surfaces of the cylinders. For 21â€˜At
both the direct 5.87 MeV alpha-particleand the 7.45 MeV
alpha fromthe polonium-2l1(21â€˜Po)daughterare considered;
the rangesare 50 @imand 67 @m,respectively.For a given
concentration ofsources each radionuclide decay is simulated
by choosing a random emission direction and the intersection
coordinates calculated for every traversed cell nucleus. The
energy deposition resulting from each alpha-traversal is ob
tamed from the difference in residual energy between entrance
and exit of the nucleus.Trackswhichterminate in a nucleus
deposit an energy equal to the residual energy of the alpha
particle upon entering the nucleus. The residual alpha-energy
at each nuclear intersectionis interpolated from the experi
mental values for a-particles in soft tissue by Walsh (42). A
microdosimetric spectrum ofenergy deposition is obtained by
summing the energy deposition to each cell nucleus for the
desired number of decays.

For â€˜@â€˜Idisintegrations a simple constant LET (0.2 keV/
zm) model is used in which straight line tracks are assumed
of range 487 tim, equivalent to the mean range of the beta
spectrum (note that this is not the same as the range of the
mean beta-energy).

RESULTS

For the cylindrical geometry of Figure 2 there is an
effect similar to the enhancement shown in Tables 3
and 4. Suppose there is a given number of decays per

cell surface. This effect has been reported in the context of
boron capture therapy by Gabel et al. (40). It should be further
noted that the MIRD uniform source distribution and the
case ofradiolabeled nonspecific Ab are different. Non-specific
Ab will often be uniformlydistributed only extra-cellularly,
and hence the MIRD dose approach will result in an overes
timation of the mean dose experienced by an assembly of
tumor cellnuclei.

The valuespresentedin Table 2 can be used to calculate
the number of source disintegrations required per cell at the
surface membrane for a required level of cell sterilization,
assuming uniform Ab binding on the surface. If the dose
required for 99% cell inactivation equals 4.605D0, then divid
ing this value by the mean nuclear dose per source decay
(obtained from Table 2) yields the number of decays per cell
for the desiredlevelofcell sterilization.Figuresare presented
in Table 5 for 99% inactivationwhichcan easilybe adjusted
for any level ofcell killing. These valuesgive the actual number
of disintegrations required and not the number of Abs. To
relate to the number of Abs required per cell these numbers
need to be adjusted for the radiolabeling efficiency and the
retention time of the Ab on the cell surface in relation to the
radionuclide half-life. Furthermore, for the beta-emitters ad
justments have to be made for the oxygen status of the cells
and the dose rate. The D0 assumed here for beta-particles,
2. lGy, is typical ofan acute dose rate and for well-oxygenated
tissue. Therefore the numbers in Table 5 require further
modification to take into account low dose rate effects and
oxygenstatus.

Monte-Carlo Approach to Microdosimetry of
Radiolabeled Antibodies

A Monte-Carlo computer model to calculate the energy
deposition to individual tumor cell nuclei following the ad
ministration 2@â€˜Atradiolabeled Abs has been described by
Humm (41).The resultspresentedin that studydiscussedtwo
extremecases(a) when the radiolabeledAb remained in the
blood stream; and (b) for a uniform distribution of sources in
the tumor. The model assumed for the tumor was a simple
random packing of tumor cell nuclei. This model has been
extendedin thispaperto simulatethe tubular structuretypical
ofdifferentiated colorectal carcinomas as illustrated in Figure
2. Cellsof 10 @imradii containing 5 @imsphericalcell nuclei
are assumed to be packed along the cylinders which are

1311

90Y

19.3
2597
2066
447

106 194 266 293
21419 60145 149229 230923
15842 48080 146465 289446
3546 11691 48374 198348

. The D0 values assumed in this work were 0.7 and 2.1 Gy for

alpha-andbeta-particles,respectively.To adjustthe tablevalues
for99.9%inactivationmultiplyrequiredsourcenumberby 1.5,for
99.99%inactivationmultiplysourcenumberby 2.0, for 99.999
multiplyby2.5,etc.Thesedataarefor cellandnuclearradiiof 10
@mand5 zm,respectively.
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cell in the tumor. If all these disintegrations occur
randomly within the tissue one obtains a dose to the
nuclei DMI,W which is equal to the MIRD dose. If the
same number of decays occur on the outer surface of
the tubules(Fig.2),asmight bethe casefor radiolabeled
Ab binding to availableantigen expressedon this sur
face, one obtains typically a larger nuclear dose Di,ound.
Values are obtained for the mean energy deposition per
cell nucleus expressed per source decay for a uniform
distribution of unbound and bound (to the outer tu
bular surface) sources for several inter-tubule spacings
c (Table 6). These values are plotted in Figure 3. The
ratio of these curves gives the geometric enhancement
factor D@U@/DM,RDshown in Table 6. Note that the
enhancement factor decreases slightly for small inter
tubular spacing.This effect arisesbecausethe sources
are moved from a random placement within the tumor
volume to positions only on the outer surfaces of the
tubules. This rearrangement means that sources from
within the tubule (within radius b/2), which contribute
significantly to the nuclear dose are excluded from
geometric locations which are heavily weighted to de
posit energy within the nuclear regions. As the inter
tubule distance c increases, the number ofsource decays
within a tubule falls in proportion to the intra-tubule
volume fraction. As the fraction ofintra-tubule sources
approaches zero then the enhancement factor rapidly
increases approaching in the limit c2. If sources are
excluded from the intra-tubule volume in the random
decay site calculations, then the enhancement factor
does not exhibit a decrease for small inter-tubule spac

FIGURE2
Simpletubularmodelof the histology
of differentiatedcarcinomaof the colon
used in the computer simulation.Cal
culations of the energy deposition to
the nuclear volume fraction are per
formedfor two cases: (A)sources dis
tributeduniformlythroughouttheentire
volume,and (B) sourcesplacedon the
outer wall of the tubule.

ing (this is perhaps a more appropriate model for a non
specific Ab than the strict MIRD uniform distribution).
Note that the geometric enhancement value for this
tubular histology increases as the square of the inter
tubule spacing c, much slower than for a random ar
rangement of isolated cells which increases in the limit
as the cube of the inter-nuclear distance. This results
from the assumed infinite cylindrical geometry so that
the source volume dilution falls ultimately as l/c@.

For 2â€•Atthe calculations were performed for both
constant LET energy loss and according to the Bragg
curve. The enhancement value for tightly packed tu
bules differs by only 1% for the two energy loss models,
when the outer surfaces of the cylinders are in contact
(each cylinder possessing six neighbors) G = 1.48 and
1.47. For â€˜@â€˜IG = 1.29, a value much lower than for
2â€•Atas the result of the higher cross-fire component
from sources attached to cylinders more distant than
the six nearest neighbors. For inter-cylinder distances
<50 @mthe fall in energy deposition for both source
configurations is similar, therefore the variation in en
hancement due to binding is small. As the cylinder
spacing increases beyond 50 @mthe fall in energy
deposition due to random source placement declines
increasingly more rapidly than for bound radionucide,
hence the increasing rise in enhancement factors. For
â€˜@â€˜Iat mean inter-tubular distances of 200 @m0 = 2,
whereas for 2@â€˜Atit already approaches 6. There is
autoradiographic evidence with colorectal xenograft
models and patients (43, Begent R.: private communi
cation) that the highest grain densities are associated
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Energydepositionpernucleusperdecay(key)Intertubular(bound/unbound)distance21'At2@Atâ€˜31l(pm)Bragg

curveConst. LETConst. LET

. The tubules are assumed cylinders with an outer radius of 50

Mmand innerradiusof 30 @m.The nucleiare centered40 @m
fromthecylinderaxisandhave5 @mradius.Antibodyisassumed
tobinduniformlytotheoutersurfaceofeachtubuleonly.

with the close proximity of the outer cell surface. This
demonstrates that in the clinical situation possible tu
mor cell nuclear dose enhancements may occur as a
result of the close Ab localization to the tumor cell
targets.

Recent in vitro cell survival assays by Kozak et al.
(44) with anti-tac membrane affinic Ab labeled with

the alpha-source bismuth-212 (2'2Bi) have demon
strated that survival slopes can be arbitrarily steep when
compared to studies with nonspecific Ab as a result of
biasing the source to locations close to the target cells.
The ratio ofthe D0values specific/non-specific Ab from
the preceeding analysis is expected to be a function only
of dilution of the cell assay. Very recent in vivo studies
by Wessels et al. (45) have shown, that for comparable

TABLE 6
Geometric Enhancement Factors for the Colon Model as

a Functionof the MeanIntertubularDistanc&

tumor doses measured with in situ TLD's, Ab targetted
radionuclides may be more effective than acute and
fractionated external beam exposures in reducing tumor
growth. The effects measured in their study could be
accounted for by the geometric dose enhancement dis
cussed in this paper. However, Weasels et al. (45) also
propose other possible mechanisms for the observed
increasein radiotoxicity.

CONCLUSIONS

In order to assessthe level of tumor cell sterilization
from an administration ofradiolabeled Ab one requires
an accurate knowledge of the temporal and spatial
variation ofthe source. Whereas this temporal data can
be obtained in the tissue of tumor bearing animals by
tissueremovaland counting, for man this data must be
obtained by immunoscintigraphic methods which at
present are limited to only better than a centimeter
resolution. Knowledge of the activity time course in
tissue is needed to determine the cumulative activity,
or more accurately cumulative energy release for het
erogeneous source distributionsâ€”without which an ac
curateassessmentof tissuedoseis impossible.

The second aspect is the spatial distribution of the
sources, which varies with time. The consequences of
heterogeneityof radiolabeled Ab in tumor are (a) it
may give rise to areas of low or zero Ab binding, so
called â€œcold-regionsâ€•,which may result in a considera
ble reduction in the dose compared with the equilib
rium dose in such regions; and (b) if radiolabeled Ab
either binds to the tumor cell membrane, or is inter
nalized, then the energy deposition in the nuclei of
those cells concerned can be markedly enhanced. The
magnitude of geometric enhancement factors depends
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DJ. @Â°Yttriumantiferritinâ€”anew therapeutic radiolabeled
antibody.mt J RadiatOnco/BiolPhys1986;12:277â€”281.

22. Hnatowich DJ, Chinol M, Gionet M, et al. Therapy trials of
yttrium-90 labeled anti-tumor antibodies [Abstract]. J Nuc/
Med l988;29(suppl):846.

23. Harrison A, Royle L. Efficacyofastatine-21 1-labeledmono
clonal antibody in treatment of murine T-cell lymphoma.
NC! Monogr l987;3:157â€”158.
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absorbed fractions for monoenergetic photon sources uni
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critically on the source to target nuclei relations at the
micrometer level, and hence is very sensitive to the
tumor histology, which sets out the spatial pattern of
available antigen binding sites.The greatestenhance
ment factors occur for short range emitting radio
nuclides, especially alpha-sources. If alpha-radiolabeled
Abs diffuse into tumor regions of low cellular density,
e.g., in myxoid sarcomasand scirrhous carcinomas,
then MIRD dose values could be inaccurate by an order
of magnitude or greater. Experience with such tumors
(BegentR., BoxerG.: private communication), suggests
that the acellular areas of such tumors in man present
major barriersto Ab penetration.The common pattern
of Ab binding observedin animal modelsand patients
isareasofisolated cellsand acini, someheavily labeled,
as seen from the grain pattern, others unlabeled. The
evaluation of this problem is extremely complex and
will require a detailed study of Ab localization from
autoradiographs if a more accurate estimate of the
tumor sterilizing effect of an administration of radio
labeled Ab is to be obtained.
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